
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 93, iss. 5, pp. 323 { 327 c 2011 March 10Decay of Rabi oscillations induced by magnetic dipole interactions indilute paramagnetic solidsE. I.Baibekov1)Kazan Federal University, 420008 Kazan, Russian FederationSubmitted 11 January 2011Decay of Rabi oscillations of equivalent spins diluted in diamagnetic solid matrix and coupled by magneticdipole interactions is theoretically studied. It is shown that these interactions result in random shifts of spintransient nutation frequencies and thus lead to the decay of the transient signal. Averaging over random spatialdistribution of spins within the solid and over their spectral positions within magnetic resonance line, we obtainanalytical expressions for the decay of Rabi oscillations. The rate of the decay in the case when the half-widthof magnetic resonance line exceeds Rabi frequency is found to depend on the intensity of resonant microwave�eld and on the spin concentration. The results are compared with the literature data for E10 centers in glassysilica and [AlO4]0 centers in quartz.Rabi oscillations (or transient nutations) representtransitions between the states of quantum dipole drivenby electromagneticwave of resonant frequency [1]. Earlyobservations of Rabi oscillations (RO) were accom-plished on nuclear and electronic magnetic dipoles inNMR [2] and ESR [3] respectively, and on electric di-pole moment of an atom in optical resonance [4]. Thesuccessful observation of RO in magnetic resonance im-poses a number of severe constraints on experimentalapparatus: low response time and high sensitivity of ra-diofrequency circuits, narrow bandwidth and high inten-sity of the generated electromagnetic �eld [5]. With thedevelopment of magnetic resonance techniques (pulsedNMR and ESR, spin echo) it became possible to ob-serve RO at higher power levels and in a variety of sys-tems, including those with coherence times < 1�s, suchas electronic spins in molecular magnets [6]. In magneticresonance, a comparison of the decay time �R of RO andphase relaxation time T2 reveals how transient nutationsdriven by resonant microwave (MW) �eld a�ect coher-ence dynamics of the system of spins. Apart from purelyacademic interest, the answer to this question has animportant practical application. In quantum computa-tion, several perspective implementations of a quantumbit (qubit) include electronic or nuclear spin qubits [7]and trapped ion-based optical qubits [8]. They are op-erable with the application of electromagnetic transientpulses. During a short time interval of the pulse a qubitis in transient regime, i.e. accomplishes RO. If the num-ber of successive operations on the qubit is su�cientlyhigh, one must take into account not only the decoher-ence induced during time intervals between the pulses,but the one accumulated during RO. In magnetic res-1)e-mail: edbaibek@gmail.com

onance, the detected RO decay due to various reasons.The principal reasons are (i) static [2] and MW [2, 9, 10]�eld inhomogeneities, (ii) inhomogeneous broadening ofmagnetic resonance line [2], (iii) radiation damping [11],(iv) spin-spin and spin-lattice interactions [2]. However,(i) and (ii) lead only to the time-independent distrib-ution of Rabi frequencies of spins in the solid; whereasthe total magnetizationM of the spin system is damped,the state of a single spin remains coherent. The radia-tion damping (iii) may be overcome if the detection bymeans of spin echo sequence is used. Of the above-mentioned mechanisms only (iv) result in \true" deco-herence, i.e. irreversible change of a single spin statedue to its interaction with local environment. Typically,at least at liquid helium temperatures, spin-lattice re-laxation times T1 much exceed phase relaxation timesT2. Consequently, spin-spin interactions are of primaryinterest in the study of decoherence during the transientregime.The �rst description of RO decay was presented inthe framework of Bloch model [2]. According to Blochequations, assuming T1 � T2, the transverse magnetiza-tion in transient regime exhibits the damped oscillationsof the form [2]:M? (t) � ( e�t=2T2 sin (
Rt) ;e�t=2T2J0 (
Rt) ; � � 
R;� � 
R; (1)where 
R is Rabi frequency (typically of the order of0.1�10MHz) proportional to the MW �eld amplitude,J0 (x) is Bessel function of the �rst kind, � is a standarddeviation of inhomogeneously broadened resonance line,and we distinguish between two cases of weak (� � 
R)and strong (� � 
R) inhomogeneity. The latter case istypical of ESR, where because of crystal lattice imper-�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011 323



324 E. I. Baibekovfections, spatial inhomogeneity of the external magnetic�eld, exchange, dipolar or hyper�ne interactions withmagnetic impurities of other species, etc. [11, 12], Lar-mor precession frequencies are distributed statically inthe range up to tens of MHz. The damping rate of RO,according to Bloch model, is equal in both cases andindependent of 
R : ��1R = T�12 =2.Probably the �rst experiments that revealed inade-quacy of Bloch equations in transient regime of mag-netic resonance were ESR measurements of E01-centersin glassy silica [13, 14] and of [AlO4]0 centers in quartz[13]. When � � 
R, the detected RO were found to beof the form M? � e�t=�RJ0 (
Rt), and the decay ratescontained two terms,��1R = �+ �
R; (2)with constant dimensionless coe�cient � � 10�2. Thepeculiar linear dependence of ��1R on 
R (so-called\anomalous decay" of RO [13]) was in contrast to thepredictions of Bloch model (1). Later, the decay rates ofthe form (2) were obtained for a variety of electronic spinsystems, including rare earths [5, 10, 15] and transitionmetal ions [16, 17]. Up to the moment, the only expla-nation of the term was given in the framework of mod-i�ed Bloch equations (MBEs) [18, 19]. In particular, inthe semi-phenomenologicalmodel of Shakhmuratov et al[18], it is suggested that the driving MW �eld inducesstochastic local magnetic �eld proportional to the MW�eld amplitude, and thus the term � 
R is includedinto Bloch equations. Since the measured parameter �was concentration-dependent, the stochastic �eld was as-cribed to spin-spin interactions between paramagneticions [14]. However, no estimation of the amplitude ofthe stochastic �eld can be given in the framework ofphenomenological MBEs [14, 19].At su�ciently low spin concentrations, the most im-portant spin-spin interactions are long-range magneticdipole (MD) interactions. Further, we can distinguishbetween the spins of A and B types [20, 21]. The �rst,A, have Larmor frequencies close to resonance and thusare driven by the resonant transient pulse. The secondgroup, B, contains spins with precession frequencies farfrom resonance. RO decay of a single A spin interact-ing with the bath of B spins was considered in [22]. Anexample of such a system is a single electronic spin cou-pled to a bath of nuclear spins [23]. Completely di�er-ent dynamics has the system of only A spins. There thetransient signal is recorded not only from a single spinbut from a great number of equivalent spins interactingwith each other. While in [22] internal bath dynamicswas represented via random �eld with phenomenologicalcorrelation function, we present here a detailed ab ini-

tio calculation of dynamics of A spin bath in transientregime.Let us consider a diamagnetic solid matrix contain-ing a small concentration of paramagnetic centers. In thecommon case when the ground state of a center is theisolated doublet, one introduces (pseudo-)spin S = 1=2.For simplicity, we accept also that the interaction of j-thcenter with the external magnetic �eld is represented viaalmost isotropic tensor: gj�� � ge��� . All the subse-quent calculations can be easily generalized for highlyanisotropic tensor and S 6= 1=2. In the presence of staticmagnetic �eld B0 k z and resonant transverse MW �eldB1 cos!0t k x (B0 � B1), the Hamiltonian of a systemof spins coupled by MD interactions is as follows:H = H0 +H1 + V =Xj �Hj0 +Hj1�+ 12Xj 6=k V jk ;(3)where Hj0 = ~!jSjz , Hj1 = 2~
RSjx cos!0t, andV jk = ~P�;�=x;y;z Ajk��Sj�Sk� is MD interaction be-tween j-th and k-th spins connected by radius-vectorrjk (xjk ; yjk; zjk). We suppose that Larmor precessionfrequencies of spins are distributed around !0 in theinhomogeneously broadened resonance line of standarddeviation �. At the moment t = 0 when the MW �eldis turned on, the spin system is described by the initialdensity matrix of the form� (0) � 12N Yj �1� ~!0SjzkBT � ; (4)where N is the number of spins, T is the temperature ofthermostat, kB is Boltzman constant, and ~!0 � kBT .A transformation of Eq. (3) into the reference frame RFrotating around z axis of laboratory reference frame LFwith the frequency !0 yieldsH 0 ' ~Pj ��!jSjz +
RSjx�++~2 Pj 6=k Ajkzz �SjzSkz � 12SjxSkx � 12SjySky � ; (5)where �!j = !j � !0 is the shift of Larmor frequencyof j-th spin from resonance, and we have omitted oscil-lating time-dependent terms in H 0. Let us perform anadditional rotation around y axis of j-th ion (j = 1; N)such that new local ~xj axis points in the direction ofresidual external �eld in RF. The spin projections ontothis new set of local axes ~xj ; ~yj ; ~zj are:~Sjx = �
RSjx + �!jSjz� =
j ; ~Sjy = Sjy;~Sjz = �
RSjz � �!jSjx� =
j : (6)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011



Decay of Rabi oscillations induced by magnetic dipole interactions in dilute paramagnetic solids 325The Hamiltonian (5) written in new spin projectionsis H 0 = ~Xj 
j ~Sjx + ~2 X��;j 6=k ~Ajk�� ~Sj�~Sk� ; (7)where 
j = q�!2j +
2R is the nutation frequency ofj-th spin detuned by �!j from resonance. In the case ofsu�ciently small spin concentrations, we leave only the~Sjx~Skx terms of MD interaction in Eq. (7) that are secu-lar to the interaction with the external magnetic �eld inRF. As we will see, these terms result in random shifts ofspin nutation frequencies. We neglect nonsecular termsresponsible for mutual spin ip-ops that are signi�cantonly when the average local �eld at the spin site inducedby nearby spins is comparable to �. The response of aspin system on the driving resonant MW �eld is givenby time evolution of its magnetic moment (�B is Bohrmagneton):M (t) = ge�BTr(e�iH0t=~� (0) eiH0t=~Xj Sj) : (8)It is easier to calculate the trace in Eq. (8) in thebasis of ~Sjx eigenfunctions j�1i = (j"i � j#i) =p2 ratherthan ~Sjz eigenfunctions j"i ; j#i. The terms linear in �!jdisappear after the average over the spectral position !jof j-th spin in the symmetric resonance line centered at!0. For instance, y-projection My (t) equals:My (t) = �ge�B~!0
R2N+1kBT Xj 
�1j �� Xfmlg0 sin240@
j + 12 Xk(6=j) ~Ajkxxmk1A t35 ; (9)where fmlg0 = (m1; : : : ;mj�1;mj+1 : : : ;mN) denotesthe con�guration of N � 1 spins with spin projectionsml = �1. The obtained expression is intuitively obvi-ous: the j-th spin oscillates around ~xj axis in RF withfrequency 
j + 12Pk( 6=j) ~Ajkxxmk. The shift ~Ajkxxmk=2of its nutation frequency originates from the local �eldat its site induced by the k-th spin in state jmki. Per-forming summation over all possible spin con�gurationsfmlg0, we obtain:My (t) = M0
RN Xj sin
jt
j Yk( 6=j) cos�~Ajkxxt=2� ; (10)where M0 = �Nge�B~!04kBT is the initial magnetization ofthe spin system. The factor Qk( 6=j) cos�~Ajkxxt=2� in Eq.(10) is responsible for the damping of RO because of MD

interactions. We assume that (i) spins occupy randompositions rk within the volume V , (ii) their frequencies!k are distributed within the symmetric resonance lineof spectral density g (!k) centered at !0, (iii) rk and !kdo not correlate. The averaging over rk and !k in thelimit N; V �!1 yields:Yk(6=j)Dcos�~Ajkxxt=2�Erk;!k = �1� CN Z d!kg (!k)�� Z1 d3rjk h1� cos�~Ajkxxt=2�i�N�1 ==exp��C Z d!kg(!k) Z1 d3rjk [1� cos(~Ajkxxt=2)]� ;(11)where C = N=V is the spin concentration. Substituting~Ajkxx = g2e�2B~r5jk
j
k �r2jk � 3z2jk���!j�!k � 12
2R�and performing the integration over rjk in Eq. (11), oneobtains My (t) =M0 Z d!jg (!j) 
R
j sin
jt�� exp(��!dt Z d!kg (!k) ���!j�!k � 
2R=2��
j
k ) ;(12)where �!d = 4�2g2e�2BC= �9p3~� is known as the statichalf-width of the resonance line due to MD interactions[21]. In other words, �!d is the average z-component oflocal magnetic �eld at a spin produced by neighboringspins. The above statement that non-secular parts ofMD interactions are negligible as compared with secu-lar ones corresponds to the condition �!d � � which istypically valid when C < 1019 ions/cm3. Given the lineshape g (!), one can calculate numerically the averagemagnetization (12) for the given values of C, 
R and �.However, it is possible to obtain analytical expressionsfor My (t) in two practically important approximations:a) The case of weakly inhomogeneously broadenedresonance line (or high MW �eld): � � 
R. All spinsin the line nutate with the same frequency 
R, andMy (t) =M0e��!dt=2 sin
Rt: (13)Thus, when the resonance line is fully excited, MDinteractions cause exponential decay of RO with the rate��1R = �!d=2 independent of 
R.b) Strongly inhomogeneously broadened resonanceline (weak MW �eld): � � 
R. The resonance line is�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011



326 E. I. Baibekovpartially excited. Roughly, only the spins with Larmorfrequencies falling into the range [!0 � 
R; !0 +
R] areinvolved in RO. At su�ciently small spin concentrations,the condition 
R � �!d is also valid. When �t� 1, i.e.almost immediately after the transient regime is turnedon, My (t) = �M0g (!0) 
Re��d
RtJ0 (
Rt) : (14)It is remarkable that the parameter �d in Eq.(14) has the same form for both Gaussian gG (!) == �2��2��1=2 exp ���!2=2�2� and Lorentzian gL (!) == �= �� ��!2 + �2�� distributions:�d = �!dg (!0) ln 2�
R : (15)In general, there may be several spin componentswith di�erent resonance frequencies (e.g. in case of hy-per�ne structure of ESR line). Then, we must replace�!d with ��!d in all above expressions, where � � 1is the fraction of spins belonging to the given resonanceline.When � � 
R, the problem can be approached nu-merically. Results of numeric calculations of the de-cay rate obtained from Eq. (12) (assuming one spincomponent and Gaussian line shape) for arbitrary val-ues of 
R=�, together with the asymptotic solutions for� � 
R and � � 
R, are presented in Figure. Forsu�ciently small experimental range of 
R=�, we can
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The dependence of decay rate ��1R of transverse magneti-zation on Rabi frequency 
R calculated from Eq. (12) as-suming one spin component and Gaussian line shape (solidline). The asymptotes ��1R = �!d=2 for � � 
R and��1R = �!dgG (!0)
R ln 2�
R for � � 
R are representedby dashed and dash-dotted lines, respectivelyapproximate the decay rate in Figure by a line segment(cf. Eq. (2)): ��1R = �d + �d
R: (16)

Here the constant term �d is approximately zero for
R=� � 1, approaches ��!d=2 for 
R=� � 1, and�d = ��!dtg � � dC; d = 4�2g2e�2B�tg 9p3~� ; (17)where  is the averaged slope angle of the functionF (x) = ��1R (x) =�!d, tg = dF=dx (see Figure) inthe given experimental range of x = 
R=�.RO are detected in experiment either through trans-verse M? (t) =My (t) (e.g. two-photon resonance tech-nique [13, 14]) or longitudinal Mz (e.g. transient pulsefollowed by spin echo sequence [15]) magnetization. Per-forming calculations analogous to Eqs. (9){(14) as-suming again that �!d � �;
R, one obtains time-dependent part of longitudinal magnetization:Mz (t)=(M0e��!dt=2 cos
Rt;�M0g (!0) 
Re��d
Rtj0 (
Rt) ; � � 
R;� � 
R;(18)where j0 (z) = R1z J0 (z) dz.Particularly interesting is the case of strong inho-mogeneity � � 
R common in ESR. There, after anumber of oscillations, i.e. 
Rt � 1, one can use as-ymptotic representation j0 (z � 1) ' J0 (z + �=2) '' p2= (�z) cos (z + �=4). In this case, there appeartwo contributions into RO decay:(i) Polynomial damping � (
Rt)�1=2. Di�erent sta-tic shifts �!j lead to di�erent nutation frequencies 
jthat result in mutual dephasing of spins during RO. Thiscontribution is well-known in the �eld of magnetic res-onance (see, e.g., [2]) and does not lead to decoherenceof spin states. It is absent in the case of weak inhomo-geneity � � 
R.(ii) Exponential damping � e��d
Rt. This contribu-tion reects decoherence inside a bath of equivalent spinscoherently driven by resonant MW �eld and coupledby MD interactions. Since �d depends on 
R throughslowly-varying logarithmic function (see Eq. (15)), thedamping rate (16) is approximately linear in Rabi fre-quency in the speci�c range of 
R. When � � 
R, thedamping rate is independent of 
R, cf. Eq. (13).It is noteworthy to compare our results with theexperimental data on anomalous decay of RO in ESR[13, 14, 17]. In view of all above-mentioned, we address
R-dependent term in Eq. (2) to relaxation induced byMD interactions between the spins of the same resonantline coherently driven by MW �eld (the second term inEq. (16)). The constant term in Eq. (2) (usually indis-tinguishable) corresponds to the �rst term in Eq. (16)and other spin relaxation processes that do not dependon 
R (e.g. spin-lattice interaction).�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2011



Decay of Rabi oscillations induced by magnetic dipole interactions in dilute paramagnetic solids 327Spincenters C, 1016cm�3 �, 10�2 �d, 10�2 �0 + �d,10�2E01 7:5� 216� 524� 8 4:8� 0:56:1� 0:510:6� 0:5 0:94� 0:252:00� 0:633:00� 1:00 5:76:49:0[AlO4]0 4:0� 0:41:0� 0:1 2:4� 0:12:1� 0:1 0:17� 0:020:043� 0:004 2:302:15Measured (�, [13, 14]) and calculated (�d = dC, this work) RO decay parameters for E01 centers in glassy silica and[AlO4]0 centers in quartz. ESR lines were approximated by Gaussian distribution with experimental standard deviations� (E01) = 2� � 1MHz, � �[AlO4]0� = 2� � 0:25MHz [13, 14]. The d values for each system were calculated according to Eq.(17), resulting in d (E01) = 1:25 � 10�19cm3 and d �[AlO4]0� = 4:3 � 10�20cm3. The last column represents the best �t of �within the concentration error bounds by the function � = �0 + �d, with �0 (E01) = 5 � 10�2 and �0 �[AlO4]0� = 2:11 � 10�2.In order to reveal the importance of the above de-cay mechanism in transient response of real systems, wehave calculated RO decay rates according to Eqs. (16),(17) for E01 and [AlO4]0 centers and compared them tothe ones observed in [13, 14]. Transient nutations of E01centers in glassy silica and [AlO4]0 centers in quartz hadbeen detected by means of two-photon ESR at resonancefrequency !0 = 2� � 5:9GHz [13, 14]. The measuredRO decay parameters � are found to be well approx-imated within experimental error bounds by the sum� = �0 + �d (see Table), where the constant term �0probably originates from the MW �eld inhomogeneitiesinside the sample volume [10]. Our model predicts thatfor spin concentrations C > 5 � 1017cm�3 in both sys-tems �d will prevail over �0. The calculated values of �dagree very well with the concentration-dependent partsof � (cf. columns 4 and 6 in Table), which experimen-tally validates the RO decay mechanism considered inthe present paper.To summarize, we performed �rst-principles calcu-lations of the relaxation processes occurring in dipolar-coupled A spin bath during transient regime. We haveshown that the decoherence in A spin bath, under spe-ci�c conditions, is enhanced by the external resonant mi-crowave �eld, in contrast with B spin bath. The decayrate of Rabi oscillations depends linearly on the concen-tration of magnetic impurity and, in the strong inhomo-geneity case, almost linearly on Rabi frequency. Theobtained results are of importance for the implemen-tation of many-qubit systems in quantum informationprocessing.This work was supported by RFBR (grant #09-02-00930) and by Dynasty Foundation. Author is gratefulto B. Z. Malkin for advice and fruitful discussions of theresults.1. I. I. Rabi, Phys. Rev. 51, 652 (1937).2. H.C. Torrey, Phys. Rev. 76, 1059 (1949).
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